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STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA IN THE GENERAL COURT OF JUSTICE
SUPERIOR COURT DIVISION

COUNTY OF ALAMANCE 08 CVS 224

ARMACELL LLC, )
Plaintiff, )

)
Vs. )

JEFFREY BOSTIC, L’ISOLANTE )
K-FLEX S.r.l., and K-FLEX USA )
L.L.C., )

Defendants. )

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS
FOR LACK OF JURISDICTION OVER THE PERSON

STATEMENT OF CASE

Plaintiff commenced this action against the individual defendant Bostic.  Plaintiff

conducted discovery and deposed Giuseppe Guarino, the President of K-FLEX USA, L.L.C.

(hereafter sometimes “KFlex”) and Rosemary Wright, a sales employee of KFlex.  Plaintiff

thereafter amended its complaint to name KFlex and L’Isolante K-Flex S.r.l. (hereafter

“L’Isolante”) as defendants.  KFlex accepted service voluntarily.  L’Isolante did not.  Plaintiff

attempted service under the Hague Convention.  L’Isolante is an Italian company and Italy is a

signatory to the Hague Convention.  L’Isolante moved timely to dismiss for lack of jurisdiction,

insufficiency of process, insufficiency of service of process, and failure to state a claim.  Since

the filing of the motion to dismiss, counsel for plaintiff has filed, under oath, an affidavit of

service.  Before this Court, by this memorandum of law, is the motion to dismiss for lack of

jurisdiction over the person of L’Isolante.  Defendants do not abandon the other motions filed

including the motion to strike.
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ISSUE

The issue before the Court is a two part inquiry: (1) whether this Court has jurisdiction

over L’Isolante, an Italian corporation, under the North Carolina “long arm” statute and           

(2) whether the exercise of that jurisdiction complies with the due process requirements of the

Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution and the Constitution of North Carolina. 

“Where the Court’s personal jurisdiction is challenged under Rule 12(b)(2), the plaintiff has the

ultimate burden to prove jurisdiction by a preponderance of the evidence.”  Crown Cork & Seal

Co., Inc. v. Dockery, 886 F.Supp. 1253, 1250 (M.D.N.C. 1995).

ALLEGATIONS OF JURISDICTION IN THE COMPLAINT

Plaintiff alleges in paragraph 3 of the Amended Complaint as follows:

On information and belief, L’Isolante K-Flex S.r.l. (“L’Isolante”) is a
multinational company headquartered in Milan, Italy.  It develops and
manufactures elastomeric foam insulation.  Its multinational insulation group,
operating in more than 40 countries, is governed by the Italian headquarters.  One
of L’Isolante’s leading officers and principal owners is Carlo Spinelli, whose
father, Amedeo Spinelli, is, upon information and belief, Chairman of L’Isolante. 
Carlo Spinelli travels to North Carolina multiple times each year to conduct
business on behalf of L’Isolante, and he was directly involved in events giving
rise to this litigation.

Plaintiff further alleges in paragraph 9 of the Amended Complaint as follows:

This Court has personal jurisdiction over L’Isolante because L’Isolante regularly
conducts business here through K-Flex, and because the acts and events described
in the complaint occurred in North Carolina with the involvement and
participation and at the direction of L’Isolante, acting through its agents.  These
agents include Carlo Spinelli, Flavio Signorelli, and Giuseppe Guarino.  On
information and belief, Mr. Spinelli is an officer of L’Isolante, a member of the
company’s control group, and owner of a substantial stake of L’Isolante; he has
served as managing member of North Carolina-based K-Flex; and he regularly
traveled to North Carolina to conduct business on behalf of L’Isolante and K-
Flex.  Upon information and belief, L’Isolante’s Flavio Signorelli, a man of
technical expertise involved with L’Isolante’s processing of chemicals, also
travels regularly to North Carolina in furtherance of L’Isolante’s business
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interests.  Giuseppe Guarino served and continues to serve as L’Isolante’s agent
in North Carolina, where he lives and works.  As described below, Messrs.
Spinelli, Signorelli, and Guarino met with and communicated with Mr. Bostic in
North Carolina to recruit him to join K-Flex, a course of action which precipitated
the events herein.

THE FACTS AS SHOWN BY DISCOVERY

The long standing rule for disposing of a Rule 12(b)(6) motion in North Carolina is that

“the well-pleaded material allegations of the complaint are taken as admitted; but conclusions of

law or unwarranted deductions of fact are not admitted.”  Sutton v. Duke, 277 N.C.  94, 98, 176

S.E.2d 161, 163 (1970). The courts follow a similar approach in ruling upon a Rule 12(b)(2)

motion, but such motions can also be ruled upon based upon evidence.  See, Metropolitan Life

Ins. Co. v. Robertson-Ceco Corp., 84 F.3d 560 (2d Cir. 1996).  Since discovery has been

conducted, the facts rather than plaintiff’s sweeping allegations should form the basis of

analysis.

Mr. Guarino was chief financial officer for Nomaco K-Flex L.L.C. and an employee of

Nomaco, Inc., a member of Nomaco K-Flex, L.L.C.  Guarino Dep. pp. 18 and 19.  Carlo Spinelli

is chief executive officer of L’Isolante.  Guarino Dep. p. 19.  L’Isolante was a member of

Nomaco K-Flex, L.L.C.  Nomaco, Inc. provided plastic foam expertise and L’Isolante provided

rubber insulation expertise.  Guarino Dep. p. 34.  The sales and general administration

employees working for Nomaco K-Flex, L.L.C. were in fact Nomaco, Inc. employees whose

services were furnished to the company by Nomaco, Inc..  Guarino Dep. p. 21.

Beginning in November, 2006, Nomaco, Inc. and L’Isolante negotiated an agreement to

split up the company.  Scott Edwards was to work on the Nomaco, Inc. side, and Mr. Guarino
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was to work on the L’Isolante side.  After he was given this assignment, Mr. Guarino took his

instructions from Mr. Spinelli.  Guarino Dep. pp. 39-41.

In May, 2007, a recruiter had sent Mr. Bostic’s resumé to Nomaco K-Flex as a potential

candidate for a plastic engineering position while he was still employed by plaintiff.  Guarino

Dep. pp. 42 and 43.  Later, Mr. Cole, the plant chemist for the rubber operations, resigned

around July 4.  Guarino Dep. p. 91.  Mr. Guarino checked with Mr. Schreiber about Bostic’s

continued availability before he left for his vacation on July 26.  Guarino Dep. pp. 103 and 104. 

Before any interview, Mr. Guarino asked Smith Anderson, who represented L’Isolante, to review

Bostic’s employment agreement to see if Nomaco K-Flex, L.L.C. could hire him.  Guarino Dep.

pp. 105-108.

Mr. Guarino asked Rosemary Wright, an salesperson at KFlex who knew Mr. Bostic, to

call Mr. Bostic and ask him to call Mr. Guarino.  Mr. Guarino met with Mr. Bostic for the first at

a restaurant at Southpoint (Guarino Dep. p. 67) in early September.  There was a second meeting

with Mr. Bostic in late September or early October at the Angus Barn.  That meeting was also

attended by Mr. Carlo Spinelli and Mr. Flavio Signorelli, a “technical guy.”  Mr. Spinelli did

most of the talking at that meeting.  Mr. Spinelli told Mr. Bostic about L’Isolante and KFlex. 

One of the reasons Mr. Bostic gave for leaving Armacell was that he wanted to travel less.

Guarino Dep. pp. 123-129.  Mr. Guarino told Mr. Bostic during negotiations and, again, three

days before he came to work for KFlex to honor his confidentiality agreement with Armacell. 

Guarino Dep. pp. 153-155.  In early October, Mr. Guarino sent Mr. Bostic a chart of benefits. 

Guarino Dep. p. 155.  A salary of $105,000 was agreed upon.  Guarino Dep. p. 157.  Mr.

Guarino instructed Jeannie McDaniel, a recently hired human resources employee, to send Mr.
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Bostic a standard offer letter in late November or early December.  Guarino Dep. pp. 63-65.  Mr.

Bostic came to the plant the Friday before he started work to sign documents.  Guarino Dep. pp.

229 and 230.  Mr. Bostic’s start date was January 7, 2008.  Guarino Dep. p. 170.

A temporary restraining order was entered on Thursday, January 24, 2008 directing Mr.

Bostic inter alia to return Armacell’s property.  Mr. Bostic told Mr. Guarino that all he had was

a single composition book which he considered to be personal property.  Mr. Guarino instructed

Mr. Bostic to give the notebook to his lawyer at Smith Anderson and to let them handle it. 

Guarino Dep. pp. 189 and 190.  Mr. Bostic was cleared by Mike Mitchell of Smith Anderson to

travel to Italy on a trip which had been previously arranged.  Guarino Dep. pp. 192 and 193.  The

trip was scheduled to last for two weeks, but it lasted only one week.  Mr. Schreiber, who was

also in Italy, asked to bring Mr. Bostic home early because he was distracted and not focused. 

Guarino Dep. pp.195 and 196.  After Mr. Bostic returned to the United States, he met with Mr.

Guarino on February 5 and admitted taking data from Armacell.  He was asked to leave the

KFlex facility and go home.  Guarino Dep. pp. 182-185.

Mr. Carlo Spinelli comes to North Carolina every couple of months.   He works with the

sales people.  Guarino Dep. p. 215.  Mr. Schmidt recalls that he comes four times per year for

quarterly meetings.  Schmidt Dep. p. 155.  Mr. Walter, Vice President of Sales, has met Mr.

Spinelli in the United States approximately three times.  Walter Dep. p. 107.  Mr. Signorelli

follows production and he comes “on and off.”  Guarino Dep. pp. 231 and 232.  L’Isolante

provides formulas and research and development services to KFlex from its Italian headquarters. 

Schmidt Dep.  p. 36.
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There is no allegation or evidence that L’Isolante has an office or place of business in

North Carolina.  There is no allegation or evidence that L’Isolante sells products directly in

North Carolina.

ARGUMENT

The questions presented are (1) whether the “long arm” statute establishes a basis for

jurisdiction over L’Isolante and (2) whether the exercise of such jurisdiction complies with due

process requirements.  In this instance, the statutory requirement under N.C.G.S. § 1-75.4 (1)(d)

is that the Defendant be “engaged in substantial activity within this State. . . .”  It is an often

repeated position that the intent of the statute is to confer jurisdiction to the fullest extent

possible consistent with the requirements of due process.  See, e.g. Tart v. Prescott’s Pharmacies,

Inc., 118 N.C. App. 516, 456 S.E.2d 121 (1995).  Thus, in the present case, the issue is whether

L’Isolante has sufficient contacts with North Carolina to satisfy due process requirements for the

exercise of jurisdiction over L’Isolante.  The burden of proof is upon the Plaintiff.  See, Crown

Cork & Seal Co., Inc. v. Dockery, supra.

Mere ownership of a membership interest in KFlex would not be a basis for jurisdiction. 

Skinner v. Preferred Credit, 361 N.C. 114, 638 S.E.2d 2003 (2006), expressly notes that

N.C.G.S. § 1-75.4(1)(d) requires “activity” within the state.  There the Supreme Court held that

the ownership of 114 loans secured by mortgages on North Carolina real estate did not involve

“activity” under N.C.G.S. § 1-75.4 (1)(d).  In the present case, mere ownership of a membership

interest in a single limited liability company would not constitute “activity” as required for

jurisdiction under N.C.G.S. § 1-75.4(1)(d).  Furthermore, it is generally recognized that mere

ownership of stock or control of a subsidiary does not constitute doing business within the state
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so as to subject the owner of stock to the jurisdiction of the state where the subsidiary is located. 

See, Abney Mills v. Tri-State Motor Transit Co., 265 N.C. 61,143 S.E.2d 245 (1965).

A corporation can “act” only through its agents.  See, Woodson v. Rowland, 329 N.C.

330, 401 S.E.2d 222 (1991).  Plaintiff alleges that L’Isolante has three “agents” upon whose acts

jurisdiction is based: (1) Giuseppe Guarino, (2) Carlos Spinelli, and (3) Flavio Signorelli. 

Complaint,    ¶ 9.  The allegation of “agency” is conclusory and, therefore, not to be taken as true

for this analysis.  See, e.g., Sutton v. Duke, supra.  The Court must look to the facts as developed

in discovery.

There are no “facts” to support the conclusory allegation that Mr. Guarino is an agent of

L’Isolante.  He was employed by Nomaco, Inc. (Guarino Dep. p. 5) until the negotiated split up

of Nomaco K-Flex, LLC, at which time he became an employee of the limited liability company. 

Guarino Dep. pp. 94 and 95.  He served as comptroller and, later, chief financial officer of

Nomaco K-Flex, LLC.  Guarino Dep. pp. 17 and 18.  He was a member of the board of Nomaco

K-Flex LLC.  Guarino Dep. p. 22.  After the split up he became President of K-Flex USA, L.L.C. 

Guarino Dep. p. 6.  There is no evidence of any oral or written agreement to establish an agency

relationship between L’Isolante and Mr. Guarino.  Even during the period from late 2006 and

2007, when the “split up” was occurring and Mr. Guarino was to “work on the L’Isolante side,”

he was directed to do so on behalf of Nomaco K-Flex, L.L.C.  Guarino Dep. pp. 39-42.  There

was no separate relationship with L’Isolante.  The duties were a part of his expanded role with

the surviving entity which was then still jointly owned.
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Mr. Guarino voluntarily appeared for his deposition, without subpoena, and was fully

deposed.  There are no facts upon which to find an agency relationship between Mr. Guarino and

L’Isolante.  The conclusory allegation should be disregarded.  The facts should control.

Carlo Spinelli has been identified as the chief executive officer of L’Isolante.  He also

has a direct role with K-Flex USA,  L.L.C.  Guarino Dep. p. 5.  Mr. Spinelli is involved in sales. 

Guarino Dep. pp. 176, 214 and 215.  He visits North Carolina about “once every couple of

months.”  Guarino Dep. p. 215.  His visits are related to KFlex, however, not L’Isolante. 

Plaintiff alleges that he is a “managing member” of KFlex.  Complaint ¶ 9.  Here there are three

possibilities: (1) when Mr. Spinelli visits KFlex, he does so as an agent of KFlex in discharge of

his duties as a manager; (2) when he visits, he does so as an agent of L’Isolante; or (3) when he

visits KFlex he functions both as an agent of L’Isolante and as an agent of KFlex.  Where the

facts lead to various possible conclusions, the Court is not required to assume the conclusion

which is favorable to the plaintiff.  See Bell Atlantic Corporation v. Twombly, 127 S.Ct.1955

(2007).  Once again, looking at the “facts,” there is not a basis to find that Mr. Spinelli’s

“activities” in North Carolina are in his capacity as an agent of L’Isolante.  When he meets with

and directs the sales people, it is KFlex employees with whom he meets.  The purpose is to sell

KFlex products.  When he met with Mr. Bostic at the Angus Barn, it was for a position as plant

chemist for KFlex.  The fact that he is chief executive officer of L’Isolante does not mean that

every act, wherever and whenever done, is the act of L’Isolante.  Whether an agent is acting as

agent or individually, is a question of fact.  See, Howell v. Smith, 261 N. C. 256, 134 S.E. 2d

381 (1964).  For whom, if anyone, Mr. Spinelli is acting as an agent is, likewise, a question of
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fact.  Here there are no facts to support the conclusory allegation that Mr. Spinelli is acting as the

agent for L’Isolante when he visits the KFlex facility in North Carolina.

The sole remaining “agent” of L’Isolante is Flavio Signorelli.  Mr. Signorelli is the

technical manufacturing guy who works in Italy.  He attended the meeting with Mr. Bostic at the

Angus Barn and had a couple of exchanges with him.  Guarino Dep. pp. 205-207.  He comes to

the KFlex plant “regularly on and off” from a production standpoint to make sure that production

changes work.  Guarino Dep. p. 231.

Assuming for purpose of argument that the work of Flavio Signorelli are “activities” of

L’Isolante within the meaning of N.C.G.S. § 1-75.4 (1)(d), the next inquiry is whether they are

“sufficient” to allow this Court to exercise jurisdiction over his employer L’Isolante.  The facts

were not well developed by the plaintiff in the depositions.  He clearly visits “regularly on and

off.”  He works in production.  He attended the meeting with Bostic at the Angus Barn.

The “on and off” visits of Flavio Signorelli, without facts or allegations as to the

frequency, length, value, or quality of the contact surely do not meet the due process

requirements for general jurisdiction that they be “continuous and systematic.”  Ash v. Burnham

Corp., 80 N.C. App. 459, 343 S.E.2d, aff’d 318 N.C. 504, 349 S.E.2d 579 (1986).  There the sale

of more than $500,000 of equipment in a single year was found to be insufficient to meet the due

process requirements for the exercise of general jurisdiction.

It appears, therefore,  that plaintiff is asserting specific jurisdiction.  The activities

alleged to form the basis for jurisdiction focus on the hiring of Bostic.  “Specific jurisdiction

exists when the cause of action arises from or is related to the defendant’s contacts with the

forum. . . .”  Skinner v. Preferred Credit, supra at 122.  The North Carolina Supreme Court “has
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noted that, for the purposes of asserting specific jurisdiction, ‘[o]ur focus should. . .be upon the

relationship among the defendant, this state, and the cause of action. . . .’” Skinner v. Preferred

Credit, supra at 123 (citations omitted).  Here the activities of Flavio Signorelli in tweaking the

production process and making sure changes in production work properly bear little connection

to the allegations of trade secret theft.  His only connection to the hiring of Bostic was his

attendance at the Angus Barn meeting.  There are no allegations that Flavio Signorelli took part

in the hiring of Bostic.  There are no allegations of wrongdoing by Signorelli.  If the plaintiff’s

claim of jurisdiction over L’Isolante must rest upon the acts of Signorelli, there is not a sufficient

relationship to the claims alleged.

In summary, L’Isolante is not subject to jurisdiction in North Carolina simply by owning

a membership interest in KFlex.  Based upon the discovery conducted to date, the facts do not

support the conclusory allegations that Mr. Guarino and Mr. Spinelli were acting as “agents” of

L’Isolante in respect to the hiring of Bostic.  The activities of Mr. Signorelli are insufficient to

provide a basis for the exercise of general jurisdiction and not sufficiently related to the hiring of

Bostic to establish specific jurisdiction over L’Isolante. The motion of L’Isolante to dismiss

pursuant to Rule 12(b)(2) for lack of jurisdiction over L’Isolante should be allowed.
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, and such other reasons as may seem persuasive to the Court,

defendant L’Isolante K-Flex, S.r.l. urges the Court grant the motion and dismiss all claims

against it for lack of jurisdiction over the person.

This the 16th  day of February, 2009.

_/s/ Nigle B. Barrow, Jr.
Nigle B. Barrow, Jr.
Attorney for Defendants L’Isolante and KFlex
NC State Bar No. 7597
P. O. Box 2714
Raleigh, NC 27602-2714
Telephone: 919-834-2116

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

This to certify that the foregoing Memorandum was served upon the following by U.S.
mail, postage-prepaid as follows:

Mr. M. Todd Sullivan
Womble, Carlyle, Sandridge & Rice
150 Fayetteville Street - Suite 2100
Raleigh, NC 27601

Mr. Phillip R. Isley
Boyce & Isley, PLLC
Suite 100, 107 Fayetteville Street Mall
PO Box 1990
Raleigh, NC 27602-1990

This the 16th  day of February, 2009.

_/s/ Nigle B. Barrow, Jr.
Nigle B. Barrow, Jr.
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The Exhibits will be filed separately under seal pending entry of a Protective Order.


